Getting started with Articulate 360

Best tool in the Industry, Articulate 360 simplifies e-learning development from start to finish. Our virtual training equips you with the knowledge you need to source assets, author multi-device courses, speed up stakeholder reviews and grow your own development skills to produce great solutions for your learners.

**BASIC STORYLINE 360:**
Our introductory 4-session virtual training provides everything you need to begin building highly-interactive e-learning modules with Storyline 360 that can be published and delivered to meet a variety of needs and play on a variety of devices.

**RISE 360+ ONLINE TRAINING SYLLABUS:**
Held in our virtual classroom, this interactive, comprehensive two-session course provides everything you need to create compelling e-learning solutions with Rise 360 whilst walking away with a deeper understanding of the award-winning Articulate® 360 suite of tools.

In these sessions you’ll learn and build complete modules using Rise 360, as well as supplement these modules with additional content using the Articulate® 360 tools (eg. Content Library 360 and Review).

**PARTICIPANTS**
Training sessions are designed for a variety of skill levels. All participants should have basic computer skills and familiarity with navigating some of the more common user interfaces (eg MS Word and browser windows).

Participants will join the sessions via an online link which will be supplied

2 hour live sessions with application exercises assigned as homework at the end of each session and online solution sets are provided.
INVESTMENT

STORYLINE 360 ONLY:
Per person fee: R12 200

RISE 360 ONLY:
Per person fee: R8 100

STORYLINE + RISE:
Per person fee: R20 300

Mixed groups of private or corporate delegates

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
- Quoted prices exclude Value Added Tax or any other applicable tax.
- Quote for training excludes any software, if software is required as well please inform TTRO so an additional quotation can be prepared.
- Quote for training excludes any laptops/computers for training purposes, all delegates need to provide their own laptops with the software pre-installed.
- Quote for training excludes any internet access, all delegates need to ensure they will have a stable internet access for the duration of the training sessions.
- Interest will be charged on overdue amounts at the prime lending rate in South Africa plus 4%.
- All invoices are payable within 30 days of invoice date unless alternative arrangements are made.
- Invoice for full amount will be issued upon acceptance of this quotation.
- All licences fees are paid upfront before delivery of any software.
- This quote is confidential and intended for the named recipient only.

CANCELLATION POLICY:
- If cancellation notice is received more than 1 week in advance – 100% refund available OR reschedule of training.
- If cancellation notice is received less than 1 week in advance but more than 72 hours beforehand – 50% refund available.
- If cancellation notice is received less than 72 hours advance – No refund available.
- TTRO reserves the right to reschedule training dates (up to 1 week before training).
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